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When was the Slikiz yükmlik yaruq sütra translated?* 

Juten Oda 
(Toyohashi, Japan) 

The Uighur text, Sakiz yükmak yaruq, was identified with a Chinese 

apoeryphal sütra by T. Haneda's painstaking efforts about 80 years ago 

(Haneda 1915). Thanks to Doerfer Versuch, a question as to the date of 

Uighur text translated from the original Chinese text ean be dealt with now. 

And many difficulties adse in finding answers to the questions why and 

where the sütra was translated into Uighur-Turkish (ef. Oda 1983b: 128). 

These questions are being diseussed from the following viewpoints: 

1. Linguistic dating 

2. Sogdian influences 
3. Genealogy of manusedpts 

4. Apocryphal particularities 

ı. Linguistk dating 
Today about a hundred kinds of handwritings and block-printings (including 

larger samples of fragmentary pieees) of Sakiz yükmak yaruq (or Sakiz 

ıörlügin yarumis yalırimis) have been known to us (Oda 1983b: 126 and 125 
n. 1-4).1 Everyone admits that the manuseript brought to London from the 

sütra eave in Dunhuang is the oldest of them all. G. Doerfer espeeially 

positioned the text at a stage I-e of stages 1-a to 5, based on a linguistic 

chronologieal order. The standard of judgement on the ehronology is 

composed of thirty requirements, four of whieh are essential for the 

Olthographical evaIuation of Uighur writing form. Firstly, the text must be 

This was reported as a paper on "Dunhuang and Turfan" , Syrnposiurn of the 
International Dunhuang Project in the 35th ıeANAS, Budapest, 8 July 1997. 
And we have several unpublished fragrnents. 
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18 JUTENODA 

written in Uighur writing by hand (artiele 1). Secondly, the text must also 
retain the wording form of 'Y (':i/'i) in the middle of word as an original 
orthography of Sogdian script (artiele 2). Thirdly, s -:t:. s and ii ":f:. r are 
discemible (artiele 3). In addition to these, the text must not have any 
confusion of dental sounds (d/t, siz: artiele 4). 

Generaııy speaking, it is rather difficult to distinguish s and s or s from s 
in the text, because the two letters written in such a way as they have little 
difference in shape (cf. Doerfer Versuch: 79).2 The scribe, however, must 
have distinguished one from the other (see Fig. 1). For example, the right 
word for 'to increase' is elearly asi"l- (LıQ4, 287, 30ı, 346, 347, 348) (UW 231 b), not 
asil-o Further, ii is properly distinguished from rby placing two dots (or 
double dash) above the letter, leaving few errors in its usage (Fig.2). In 
addition, the difference in the ending forms of ii and r, which T. Moriyasu 
pointed out (Moriyasu 1989: 455; 1991: 149), corresponds to that of 
Kasgari's description (Text 3 verso) and causes little confusion (see Fig. 2). 
The manuscript which preserves the original characteristics of the letter 
shape like this can rarely be found. From a phonetical viewpoint, it also has 
some features common to the text of the Turkic runic script and the 
Maniehaean script. For example, an outstanding feature of this manuscript is 
that hardly any deseription of reduced vowels (J - a i ii - rı i) conceming the 
fifth requirement (Shögaito 1983: 39-57) can be seen in it (see Fig. 3). 
Judging from Buddhist aspects of the manuscript in Uighur, this linguistic 
feature makes the text substantiaııy dissimilar to the other texts on Buddhism 
(Doerfer Versuch: 78). This means that the text retains the !inguistic features 
of the earliest Buddhist scriptures. 

2. Sogdian influences 
There have been some contradictions between 'Sogdian hypothesis' (Laut 
1986: lff) and 'Tocharian hypothesis' (Moriyasu 1989: 455) as to what 
historical background or cultural environment brought the primary Turkish 
sütra İnto the world. J. P. Laut presented the theory of Sogdian hypothesis. 
He noticed that the older the manuscripts of Maitrisimit were, the more 
Sogdian mediating words were ineluded in them. He considered that the 
Uighur text had originated in Sogdian Buddhism tradition. On the other 

2 But törösin (308) cited by G. Doerfer is an error. tuusin (Bang text: 130) is better. 
Cf. tusin (KI 249 , K247, B454) < tus, see ED 558a. 
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WHEN WAS THE SAKıZ YÜKMAK YARUQ SÜTRA TRANSLATED? 19 

hand, the theory of Tocharian hypothesis which Moriyasu put forward, says 

that Manichaeism spread among Uighurs, creating syncretism with the 
Buddhism practiced by the Chinese in the Turfan (or Qoco) region and the 
Tocharian in the Tarim basin. Influenced by the culture and Manichaeism 
brought by Sogdians, Uighurs began to transIate the Chinese and the 
Tocharian Buddhist scriptures int o Turkish. The establishment of Uighur 

Buddhism is resulted from the fact that a huge vocabulary of Tocharian 

mediating words was gradually incorporated into Uighur Buddhist terms; 

this is considered to have been achieved af ter the middle of the ninth century 
at the earliest (Moriyasu 1989: 472). Thus, Uighur Buddhism became so 
powerful as to drive out Manichaeism. Consequently, Tocharian mediating 
words came to be dominant by the time when Altun yaruq sudur was 
translated by Singqo sali, a well-known translator in the Iate 10th to the 11 th 
century. 

After Manichaeism was accepted by the steppe Uighur Kingdom (763), 
Sogdian Manichaeİsm came to combine with the beliefs of the people İn the 

traditionally Buddhism. it is quite natural, Moriyasu daims, that basic words 
(for instance, exsapt, nam and nizvani) of Manichaeism Sogdian language 
should exist in Sogdian mediating words (Moriyasu 1989: 455). At that 
time, the Sogdian Turks (Sogdians who immigrated into Turks) or the Turks 
with good command of both Sogdian and Turkish language must have 
played an important role in the spread of Buddhism as well as Manichaeism, 
just as Uighurs did under the MongoHan reign in later years. Thus it seems 
true that Uighur Buddhist scriptures were made under the influence of 

Sogdian culture. In other words, the Uighur Buddhism had developed 
during the coexistence of Sogdism and. Manichaeism. 

Therefore, Uighur sütras translated from Chinese such as Slikiz yükmlik 

yaruq, probably Vaphua-ki including Quan.~i-im pusar as well (Oda 1991: 
16; Oda 1996: 231), should not be underestimatedjust because they contain 
no Tocharian mediating words. Sogdian mediating words were used as 
fundamentals for Buddhist terms at that time. Evidently, Sogdian culture 

played an essential role in this process at its early stage. it should be 

assumed that Uighur Buddhists were not influenced by Tocharians in the 

cultural environment of the Turfan basin in which the earliest Uighur

Turkish sütra came into existence. 
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20 JUTENODA 

3. Genealogy of manuscripts 
With regard to the spread of Slikiz yükmlik yaruq text, the Chinese text of it 
is eonsidered to have been written in China by the end of the first half of the 
eighth century. Doeuments (written in 761, 764) of the sütra-eopying office, 
which refer to the text, arekept in the Shösö-in Treasures in Nara, Japan 
(Oda 1983: 126). Probably an extant Chinese text preserved in Kyoto (the 
Kanehi-in temple) is one of the traditional manuseripts of the sütra in the 
eighth century (Makita 1964: 387). it was in the Dunhuang eave that more 

than ninety copies of the Chinese text (incIuding fragmentary pieees) (Oda 

1983b: 127 n. 13; Kimura 1997: 485 n. 1) and twenty-four copies of 
Tibetan manuseripts (Spanien-Imaeda 1979: 20-21; Nishioka 1981: 471-
465) were diseovered. One of the Tibetan manuseripts is a fragment of the 
Chinese text written in Tibetan script.· The others are all Tibetan versions. 
This sütra spread not onlyamong Uighurs, Tibetans and Japanese, but alsa 
among Mongolians, Koreans. and Vietmımese (ef. Oda 1983: 126-127; 

Kimura 1997: 473). Same fragments of Chinese text preserved in the Berlin 

CoIleetion prove that the text spread to the Turfan basin. This fragments of 

the Berlin Colleetion are too smaIl to eompare their eontents with those of the 
other text s (Sehmitt-Thilo 1975: 186-188). 

However, the comparison of many texts leads us to consider how the text 
spread to the Turfan region. Almost all Chinese manuscripts preserved in the 
Dunhuang eave were probably made by repeatedly copying one manuseript 
-exeept a partiaIly hand wrİtten (S500) and a fragmental Chinese text in 
Tibetan script (Pt 1258). They incIude manuseripts such as those written in 
926 (P2098), 934 (S5373), 942 (S6667), and 988 (P3759). S. Nishioka in 
J apan points out that the manuseripts of Tibetan versions are cIassified into 

at least two group s (Nishioka 1981: 471): one wit~ new version s 
(S416+S462+P744, S459+P106, S461+P454, S458, S460, S463 and 
P729), and the other with old versions (P746, P747 and P749). Chinese 
texts associated with Tibetan versions eorrespond, in many respects, to a lot 
of Chinese manuscripts found in the Dunhuang eave. On cIaser inspection of 
the two groups, we leam that same sentences are missing in three parts both 
in the Chinese manuscripts found in the Dunhuang cave and in some of the 

Tibetan manuseripts in the new version (S416+S462+P744, S459+P106) 

(Oda 1986: 67-68). Unlike these, the two of the Tibetan manuscripts in the 

old translation (P746, P749) have no missing sentenees, which suggests that 

they must have been translated from a Chinese text that is older than the 
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Chinese texts discovered in the Dunhuang cave. These Chinese manuscripts 
and Tibetan versions both spread to the Dunhuang region during the ninth 
and the tenth centuries. They bel0!lg to a different group from the one that 
I'm going to discuss next. 

X Xi -, many Chin. manuscripts 

new Tib. Version 

old Tib. version 

ı--- r- Chin.: S500 
Chin. in Tib. script: Pt 1258 

Uighur version: Or. 8212(1 04) 

.in the Dunhuang cave 

Original -y 

*Nara text Chin. Kyoto text 

700-11-800---900---1000-11-1300--1400 

The Chinese text supposed to be associated with the Uighur version is 
comparatively similar to the Kanchi-in text in Kyoto,3 a Chinese text in 
Tibetan script (Pt 1258) and S500 mentioned above. Although they were 
preserved far apart from each other, the similarity between them suggests 
that they were simultaneously brought from the same place, probably 

Chang'an (:R~) in China. 

3 The text has few additional words in spite of a considerable amount of miswritten 
and omitted words [see Oda 1986: 68-71]. 
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22 JUTENODA 

By the way, judjing from the fact that Chinese transcripts arrived at Japan 

in the 760s, there is no wonder that they were brought to the Turfan basin at 
about the same era. In fact, the Tibetan Kingdom took control of the Gansu 
district (namely, the corridor of River-west) from that time, and the traffic 
between Turfan and Chang' an was shut off for a time. it was in the middle 
of the ninth century that the Tibetan Kingdom had collapsed and disappeared 
from River-west. Then many Uighurs began to immigrate from the northem 
steppe area to the Tianshan district inc1uding the Tarim basin. Supposing that 
the first Turkish version of Buddhist scripture was made from Chinese 

sütras in this district, it is possible to say that the Chinese original of Sakiz 
yükmak yaruq had aıready arrived at the Turfan basin in the eighth century. 

Here, I would like to refer to the issue of how a Chinese word of ~ 
(yang < Ciang), came to be used as various dialects: yang (Uig. L38s), yan 

(Tib. Ptl25879), yon (Tib. Pt743ı, Pt745 1), and yo (Uig. Kl 32ı,B48 18), as 
L. Ligeti (1971 : 316) once pointed out (cf. Oda 1983a: 162). Tokio Takata 
explains that generally speaking, Tibetan words with the Chinese dialect 
were first bom in River-west inc1uding Dunhuang area in the ninth century 

and became part of the dialect in Chang' an. it then developed into River

west dialect in the tenth centuryand finally got legalized (Takata 1990: 337-

338). Takata says that the same phenomena must have been observed among 
Uighurs in the Turfan basin. He also points out that even Chinese Buddhists 
in the region observed the dialect of Chang' an, especially when they recited 
sütras (Takata 1990:338-339). His opinions are quite useful for me to solve 
problems I have long held. 

4. Apocryphal particularities 
The apocryphal sütra was made in China as a text to teach people how to 
lead a daily life according to Buddhist doctrine and to relieve the worries and 
sufferings they have in life (cf. Oda 1983: 127). They believe that carrying, 
reciting, copying text, as~well as preaching to others were the way to get the 
blessings of Buddhisrn (cf. Zieme 1992: 64). In other words, these 
performances are considered to help remove traditional and quite complicated 
daily taboos such as those conceming the dates of the calender and compass 

directions with regard to childbirth, marriage, constrnction, or funerals. 

These taboos came from the cosmology of the traditional Yin-Yang 

(Negative and Positive) principles in China. 

In short, this sütra spread to the region where Chinese culture prevailed. 
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According to our text, for example, the Iranian dualism theory of light 
(good) and darkness (evil) mingled with some older religious beliefs 
especially to ok the place of the traditional cosmology of the Yin-Y ang 
principles in China (cf. Klimkeit 1991: 14-15). This is considered to 
represent an encounter between Buddhism and Manichaeism, as well as its 
linguistic associations with Manichaean literature: 

i should preach for your own sake. The sky is negative, while the earth is positive. 

The moon is negative, and the sun is positive. Water is negative, but fire i~ positive. 

Man is negatiye, while woman is positive. The spirit of the sky and the earth get 

together and all trees and plants come up. The sun and the moon go round in the sky . 

and thereby the four seasons and the eight sub-seasons are made up. Water and fire help 

each other, and thereby everything becomes mature. Man and woman fall in love with 

each other, and consequently their children and grandehildren arrive. All of these 

phenomena are interpreted as divine providence, the law of nature, or the universal 

practice of mankind. 

(Chineseoriginaı:ı!;~rtcmı. ~JÇ~!t!!~ı. JI ~ 13 ~ı. 71<~*~ı. 
~~~~. JÇ!t!!m~. ~~~*~~. 13J1JÇ$. ~~AW~~. 
**m7l\. ~~J1!fn~~. ~3ı:ft~W. -=f~J!~. ~~7Çz'iWJi. 
§ ~zJ!E. tfti* Z~. [Kanchi-intext]) 

You think thus and listen carefully! The heaven above the earth is light. The brown 

soil beneath it is darkness. The sun is light and the mo on is darkness. Fire is light, 

but water is darkness. Man is light, and woman is darkness. The heaven and earth, and 

man and woman get together respectively and produce two kinds of substances: 

(numerous) living and non-living things. Living things mean those of five existences. 

Non-living things consist of all grasses, trees, buds, and leaves. the sun and the moon 

go around in tums, and create the four seasons. Each season is subdivided into another 

two seasons (initiating season), thus creating eight new seasons in alL. Fire and water 

help each other. Thereby various grasses, grains, and fruits become mature. Man and 

woman make a couple and give birth to. a child. These are all caused by the 

interactions of the two separate substances-good and evil on the earth. 

(Uighur Version: inca uq'ung-lar ijoduru ti'nglanglar bo yirtincüda üstün tngri yruij 

titir, altin yarz yir ijrari'r titir, kün tngri yruij titir. ay tngri iirar'i'r titir. ot yruq' titir. 

suv ijrari'r titir. ar yruij titir. tisi ijrari'r titir. bo yirli tngrili tisili irkakii birgiirü 

ijavisi'p ijamr tinlrlf tinsiz-li iki törlüg ad turar blgürar, ti'nlr kntü bis aıun tinlr titir. 
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24 JUTENODA 

tinsiz iirsiir ijamay i' i'yae yas ot titir. künli ayli' ijri'ysu ijavi'su yoryur. ötrü yayli" iji'Sli" 

tört öd bolur. tört öd iCintii yana ikiriir öd adri'lur siikiz yangi' kün bolur. otli' suvli' bir 

ikintikii kae basut bolup, ötrü ijop törlüg i' tari'y yiini'S ulati' bi'Sar-lar itilür. tisi-li 

irkiikti ijavi'Sip kisi oyli' yalnguqlar ulati' tuyar blgüriir. bo aliju yirtineü yirsuvdaiji" 

iidgüli gni'yli' kntününg iki törlüg iji'linei' uyrinta törütmis törü tilir. [London text]) 

Note: it is unusual that the sky is negative, while the earth is positive or man is 

negative, while woman İs positive according to the ordinary theory of the Yin

Yang principles. On the other hand, sentences of Uighur translation are rather 

normaL. So i think Uighur translator makes it normalized here. 

This Uighur-Turkish text leads us to understand that the translator had 
not only a good command of Chinese but also a deep knowledge of Sogdian 
culture, modifying the version, based on Iranian dualism: the universe was 
created by the collaboration of a god of light above the earth and an evil of 
darkness below. 

Conclusİon 

Considering the linguistic features, Sakiz yükmak yaruq text must be one of 
the oldest Uighur Buddhist scriptures. The text was preserved in the 
Dunhuang cave by chance in so good condition as to look like the original to 
us. The reference endorsed as a colophon (verso) in illegible runic script: "I, 
kör(ü)g, wrote (it)",4 implies that the scribe of the text must have been a 
Turk. it is reasonable to assume that the place of translation was not in 
Dunhuang but in the Turfan district. The text happened to be put in the 
Dunhuang cave for some reason. 

it is difficult to determine when it was translated. But the translation is 
considered to date from the beginning of Uighur Buddhist translation in 
view of the historical fact that the original Chinese text was aıready 
introduced in the eight~ centuryand the dialect ofChang'an was.used among 
the sutra reciters even in the ninth century. Therefore I dare say that the 
translation was most probablY'done between the latter half of the ninth 
century, or the Iate ninth century, and the first half of the tenth century. The 
text is characterized by some extant terms of old Uighur Buddhism which 

4 kör(ü)g « kör-, to see) is Turkish which means a certain person [cf. Oda 1978: 
117; Moriyasu 1985: 30-31]. 
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represent the syncretism of Iranian dualism and Sogdism. 

Figure 1. Letters S and S, 
S- -S- -S total s- -s- -s total 

right 79 277 18 374 3 109 93 205 
wrong O 11 O 11 - O 11 2 13 

? 1 16 3 20 O 20 6 26 

total 80 304 21 405 3 140 101 244 

Figure 2. Ending ğ and 'Y 

lon ij 

frequency 119 
% 69% 

irregular of dots: 

short ii total short y lon y total 

52 171 238 5 243 
31% 100% 98% 2% - 100% 

qamy (247), uLur (274), -qa (279), arqafı' (391), 

ijulyaq (397), yoq (459) 

Figure 3. Reduced 'vowels: (J (shwa: no letter), a and i' 

a'Yr 
a'Yar 
a'Yır 

a'Yda-
a'Yada-
a'Yıda-

as'Y 
asa'Y 
asl'Y 

ba'Yr 
ba'Yar 
bayır 

Lıı,21,3o,44,46,72,227,263,421 B12ıı, 29 
K144,46,227,421 
B 1111 K129,30 B 144,46 B7227 K5421 

L35,53,74,114,132,144,367,369 B 1237 B 1874 
K1 35,53,74,1l4,132,144,369 B 1235 
B735,37 B153 B7053 B1774 BV17118132 B26144,369 

L245,248,257,295,355,392,395,456 
L366 K1 248,257,295,355,366,392,395 K2257,295 
B37257 B40257 P3295 B26355,366 B67355 

LI05,124 
K1105,309 K2309,333 
B7105 B44309 K4309K1333 P2333 
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barın LI02,266,313 

·baraın K2266,313 

barıın B6024 K1102,233,266,313 B7102 L233 K4266 

qapy L86,234,430 

qapay K186,234 

qapıy B2186 B35234 K1430 B52430 

qatylan- L135,428 

qataylan- Kl 135,428 

qatıylan- B1020 B6020 T135 

sapy L312,345,389 

sapay K1312,345 

sapıy B31312 B26345 K1389 

saty LI04 

satay K1ı04 

safiy B 15104 B 71 04 

tapysaq Lı07,278,348 
tapaysaq K1107,348 

tapıysaq B 15107 B26348 

taty LI74,175,176,222,408 

tatar Kl174,175,176 B27174,176 

tatıy PKI74,175,176 P1177 K1408 

ypar LI44,169, 170,171,173,292,408 

yapar KI 144,168,169,170,171,172,173,408 

yıpar B26144 L168,172 PK169,170,173 B27171,172 

Abbreviation 

Bang text: W. Bang, A. von Gabain und G. R. Rachmati, "Das 

buddhistische Sütra Saldz yükmak", Türkische Turjantexte VI. SPA W 

1934, S. 93-192. 
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